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There's More To Marriage Than Love. A great gift that helps couples communicate
better. Eye opening book for those contemplating marriage. The most important
decision you make is WHO YOU CHOOSE TO MARRY. Love at first sight happens.
Long friendships become long marriages. Some marriages end quickly, others last until
the kids leave home, and the best last forever. You would get lots of information about
a job before you'd take it. You'd get many recommendations before you hire someone
to do a job for you. So why wouldn't you put serious thought and energy into choosing a
person to share your life and children? Look before you leap! Think before you leap!
Love your intended enough to discuss all the pages of this daily journal together. Strong
relationships raise healthy children and contribute to positive, constructive communities.
You deserve the best. Watch how your love grows.
* LOVE, KISSES AND HUGS JOURNAL, 365 DAY JOURNAL, LOVE HEARTS
JOURNAL is the perfect place to store all your notes about what you love, who you love
in your life, and all the things you love to do! * Use this 365 beautifully lined 8.5x11
page journal to write in every single day of the year and keep those precious memories
safe to treasure forever. Each page comes with a love heart in the bottom right corner. *
Turn this journal into your own 365 day diary by creating your own headings for 365
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days of the year. * Organise your life with this beautiful LOVE, KISSES AND HUGS
JOURNAL, 365 DAY JOURNAL, LOVE HEARTS JOURNAL. Journal to your heart's
content. Share your secrets in the comfort and safety of this LOVE, KISSES AND
HUGS JOURNAL, 365 DAY JOURNAL, LOVE HEARTS JOURNAL and scream if you
want to right across the page, when you are having one of THOSE days! * Go wild with
your imagination as you create a world of fantasy and bring it to life with every drop of
ink! Fill your life with new possibilities as every page is a blank canvas to create the
meaning of YOUR life. * Write what inspires you, what makes you feel great, and what
makes you love your life. Write down your goals, ambitions and dreams, and your
successes, as you go along in this exciting journey of YOUR life. * Make plans with
your friends and fill in the pages to leave a lasting memory of your days with them. *
The possibilities about what you can create with this LOVE, KISSES AND HUGS
JOURNAL, 365 DAY JOURNAL, LOVE HEARTS JOURNAL is endless, but one thing is
for sure, you will LOVE IT!
A full-color guide to 52 crystals and practices to elevate your everyday life Are you
looking to create your own luck? Or is today the day for breaking through blocks? Do
you need to let go of what no longer serves you? Or do you simply want to sleep well,
even if just for a night? No matter who you are, crystals can provide a boost of energy
and purpose, as well as serve as tactile physical elements to help you transform your
everyday life. In this essential, full-color guide, you will discover 52 crystals that can
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help you 365 days of the year. Co-author of Crystal Muse and founder of Energy Muse,
Heather Askinosie, provides an abundance of key information, including each crystal's
history and lore, origin, and intention, as well as a simple three- to six-step practices for
easy activation. She also shares a wealth of crystal combinations for intentions such as
love, wealth, creativity, and happiness. Whether you are an avid crystal fan or are a
newbie, CRYSTAL365 will help you to create a personalized action plan for your own
style and goals for positive change.
365 Things Every New Mom Should Know combines prayerful, playful, and above all
practical information with thoughtful devotions to energize new moms seeking to
treasure every moment of a baby's first year. The book begins each week with a brief
devotional and prayer followed by daily tips and activities that foster a baby's physical,
emotional, social, intellectual, and spiritual growth. Among the daily topics: beginning
steps to godly character development capturing and recording memories sleep
problems and how to solve them mother/infant exercise and baby massage finding
moments for Mom—time management tips Designed for ease of use, 365 Things Every
New Mom Should Know will inspire any new mom—whether it's her first baby, or, in the
case of the author, her fourth! A great gift for anyone who wants to lay a foundation for
motherhood that will last a lifetime.
SHARE THE LOVE JOURNAL, 365 DAY LOVE HEART JOURNAL, is the perfect place
to store all your notes about what you love, who you love in your life, and all the things
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you love to do! Use this 365 beautifully lined 8.5x11 page journal to write in every single
day of the year and keep those precious memories safe to treasure forever. Each 365
page has a love heart in the bottom right corner of the page. Turn this journal into your
own 365 day diary by creating your own headings for 365 days of the year. Organise
your life with this beautiful SHARE THE LOVE JOURNAL. Journal to your heart's
content. Share your secrets in the comfort and safety of this SHARE THE LOVE
JOURNAL, 365 DAY LOVE HEART JOURNAL, and scream if you want to right across
the page, when you are having one of THOSE days! Go wild with your imagination as
you create a world of fantasy and bring it to life with every drop of ink! Fill your life with
new possibilities as every page is a blank canvas to create the meaning of YOUR life.
Write what inspires you, what makes you feel great, and what makes you love your life.
Write down your goals, ambitions and dreams, and your successes, as you go along in
this exciting journey of YOUR life. Make plans with your friends and fill in the pages to
leave a lasting memory of your days with them. The possibilities about what you can
create with this SHARE THE LOVE JOURNAL, 365 DAY LOVE HEART JOURNAL is
endless, but one thing is for sure, you will LOVE IT!
No matter how long your things to do list is each day, romance expert Tomima Edmark
says there is still a way to enjoy Christmas and Valentine's Day 365 days of the year.
This lovely book provides 365 ideas for gifts to give to loved ones--simple, yet often
surprising and fun ways to day I loveyou every da y.
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An overview of the game offers quotations, humorous definitions, and tips on golf
fundamentals, practice, strategies, etiquette, and equipment.

Ever wonder what women want? Has your wife ever complained that she doesn't
feel loved? Are you at a loss for what to DO about that? Here's your answer. This
little book is not just 101, but 365 Ways to Love Your Wife, one per day for an
entire year! These have been collected from thousands of discussions author
Nina Roesner has had with the many women she interacts with via her book, The
Respect Dare, and the courses she offers through Greater Impact Ministries.
Nina knows women's hearts - and she shares these things with you in this little
book. And you'll be surprised at how easy it actually is to make an impact in your
marriage. Small things, done consistently over time, create major life change.
This little book serves as a simple one-year plan to pouring more love and
affection into your marriage. Maybe you already have a good marriage - this will
help make it great.
This fun, attractive collection rejoices in all there is to learn, savor, praise, and
enjoy about tea. Every turn of the page offers a feast of quotes about the wonder
of tea facts about tea's history and qualities tea-for-two (and more) party tips sips
of inspiration for everyday living suggestions to make the most of every cup
Sized and designed for maximum gift-giving appeal, this presentation will serve
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joy to anyone longing for the restorative and flavorful spirit of tea.
How will you understand your life? How will you identify the unhealthy truths you
thought were normal? Kiss Your Life! will take you on a mystical journey inside of
your subconscious mind where gendered beliefs live and breathe. It will give
gender a voice and a face that you will recognize. These readings of 365 topics
will stimulate your mind, challenge your beliefs and inspire you to live life as it
was always meant to be lived . . . kissing each moment.
During my last years, I learned a lot about myself - about how negative and
positive attitudes affect me, about how I am in control of my happiness, and
about how things are meant to happen a certain way, and we can choose how
we react to life. One thing I did every single day was choose a quote that
represented happiness for me every single day for 365 days . 2 The results were
amazing, so I decided to create this book to present it to those we love, to make
him feel our love every day and make his day start with a smile and optimism.
365 love letters, 365 drawings denote love, every day a message, every day a
page of the book is read. 3 373 pages 4 5in * 8in 5 White papers 6 Black and
white
Describes three hundred sixty-five fun activities for children, from creating an
underwater city to volunteering at an animal shelter.
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Hundreds of creative LEGO® building ideas, activities, games, challenges and
pranks! Winner of the Best eBook category Creative Play Awards 2016, this
superb LEGO® building ebook inspires you to look at your LEGO bricks in new
and exciting ways. Go on a LEGO treasure hunt. Create and perform LEGO
magic tricks. Make a LEGO stop-motion movie. Build your own LEGO pet.
Challenge your family to build the tallest LEGO tower. And much, much more!
Featuring imaginative play and building ideas, from LEGO games that take just a
few minutes and require a handful of bricks, to inspirational build ideas and
activities to keep you occupied for hours. ©2020 The LEGO Group.
Ministry of Human Service "Moving all kind's of people to a new way of life and
greater freedom" Love365's is my self-help guide that have been proven
successful in my recovery and over-coming my love life predicament. Love and
relationship was my major depression disorder. I was feeling sad all the time,
suffering from sleep changes and fatigue, lost of appetite, frustrated and out of
place. Hopelessness , fearful, embarrassing and shameful . Helpless and
become less sociable. It was a time of mix emotions and matter of the heart and
over-coming it was the hardest challenge I've ever have to face. It was a fights of
my life that require me to to invest a lot of time and energy into learning about
love and understanding the problems that love brings. The more I know the
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lesser the pain comes, sorrow flow down. the haunted miseries is not so often
and the wishing I was dead attitude comes back to life. I was able to make some
self adjustment. Accepting the things and events that I can't change. I started to
change myself and through the writing of the collection of my poem's. I was
slowly recover and was able to move my emotions of fears and anger into the
sphere of joyful living. Instead of taken my own. My emphasis on love 365's is to
stress the facts that it is a source of healing information that all kind's of people
can used, relate to and be connected with no matter who u are male or female,
young or old or where you're from. You are not a lonely. We are all stuck in the
chaos web of love together. We all been hurt by love one way or another. And it's
how we deal with the bad and turn the event and make it into good, Positive and
progression. This Is the meaning that love 365's have inspired me. So I am
confident that's my collection of poem's can and will improve individual walk of
life, life-style, and be able to move to a new way of living with greater freedom...
You are looking a gift for you wife, girlfiend ? We have one. In this book are 365
reason why you love your girlfriend, wife for every day in year. The most
successful gift of the century a man can give to his loved one :)
Whether you are married, single, or just getting back into the dating scene, this
book offers something new for every day of the year.
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This set includes The 5 Love Languages, The 5 Love Languages for Men, The 5
Love Languages of Teenagers, and The 5 Love Languages of Children. In The 5
Love Languages, #1 New York Times bestselling author Dr. Gary Chapman
guides couples in identifying, understanding, and speaking their spouse’s
primary love language—quality time, words of affirmation, gifts, acts of service, or
physical touch. By learning the five love languages, you and your spouse will
discover your unique love languages and learn practical steps in truly loving each
other. Chapters are categorized by love language for easy reference, and each
one ends with simple steps to express a specific language to your spouse and
guide your marriage in the right direction. A newly designed love languages
assessment will help you understand and strengthen your relationship. You can
build a lasting, loving marriage together. In The 5 Love Languages for Men, Dr.
Chapman guides husbands in identifying, understanding, and speaking their
wife’s love language. Husbands are commanded to love their wives, but do you
know what really makes your wife feel loved? Are you tired of missed cues and
confusing signals? Everyone has a primary love language—quality time, words of
affirmation, gifts, acts of service, or physical touch. Each chapter concludes with
ten simple and practical ideas for expressing that love language to your wife.
You’ll both enjoy taking the new love languages assessment and building a
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lasting, loving marriage. Includes a promotional code to gain exclusive online
access to the new comprehensive love languages assessment. In The 5 Love
Languages of Children, the author examines the different languages your
children speak. Sometimes they wager for your attention, and other times they
ignore you completely. Sometimes they are filled with gratitude and affection, and
other times they seem totally indifferent. Attitude. Behavior. Development.
Everything depends on the love relationship between you and your child. When
children feel loved, they do their best. But how can you make sure your child
feels loved? Since 1992, Dr. Gary Chapman's best-selling book The Five Love
Languages has helped more than 300,000 couples develop stronger, more
fulfilling relationships by teaching them to speak each others love language. Each
child, too, expresses and receives love through one of five different
communication styles. And your love language may be totally different from that
of your child. While you are doing all you can to show your child love, he may be
hearing it as something completely opposite.Discover your child's primary
language and learn what you can do to effectively convey unconditional feelings
of respect, affection, and commitment that will resonate in your child's emotions
and behavior. In The 5 Love Languages of Teenagers, Dr. Gary Chapman
explores the world in which teenagers live; explains the developmental changes;
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and give tools to help you identify and appropriately communicate in your teens
love language. Socially, mentally, and spiritually teenagers face a variety of
pressures and stresses each day. Despite these peer pressures; it is still parents
who can influence teens the most. Are you equipped to love your teenager
effectively? Get practical tips on loving your teen effectively and explore key
issues in your teen’s life including anger and independence. Finally learn how to
set boundaries that are enforced with discipline and consequences, and discover
useful ways for the difficult task of loving when your teen fails. Get ready to
discover how the principles of the five love languages can really work in the lives
of your teens and family. Over 400,000 copies sold!
'Don't yell at each other unless the house is on fire.' That's one of the 365
poignant, witty exhortations of wisdom you and your beloved can expect to enjoy
in this wonderful little book'exhortations that can help spark romance, care, and
fun in your relationship. Read this book together, and let every day of your
marriage be another step toward demonstrating greater love for one another.
Emilie Barnes, bestselling and beloved author, offers women practical advice,
innovative suggestions for organizing, and biblical wisdom in this pocket-sized
gem. Readers will love the simple suggestions that can make such a difference in
daily life. Topics include a wonderful mix of spiritual insights and helpful
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suggestions: spending time with the Lordpraying for words to comfort
someoneloving your partnermaking your home user friendlycreating beautiful yet
inexpensive giftscrafting unique cards for all occasionsestablishing family
traditions Drawn from her popular, nationally syndicated radio spots "Keep It
Simple," these quick readings make it easy to fit uplifting and encouraging
moments into busy schedules.
This book gives teachers ways to provoke thought and start discussion something schemes of work don't always allow time for. With a curriculum that is
getting increasingly content-heavy, it's important for teachers to look to develop
thinking skills where they can. 365 Things to make you go hmm ... provides one
opportunity a day (through questions / tasks) to develop skills like creative
thinking, a sense of wonder, logic and decision-making. By getting pupils talking,
classroom communities are built. Skills include: creative thinking, mathematical
thinking, problem-solving, critical thinking, personal / inter-personal skills, a sense
of wonder/curiosity about the world. For use by teachers from KS1 through to
secondary teachers.
Presents a collection of games, songs, activities, and exercises for new mothers
to engage in with their children, as well as encouragement in the form of
devotions and prayers.
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Erin go bragh! They say everyone's Irish on St. Patrick's Day, but more than 36
million Irish-Americans definitely know something the rest of us don't through the
rest of the year.365 Things to Love About Being Irish 2013 Day-to-Day
Calendaroffers up a daily reason to celebrate being Irish--or to wish you
were--including curses, folklore, history, quotations, slang, traditions, and Irish
and Irish-American celebrities and cultural icons. * Going beyond stereotypes
and cliches, this daily calendar is full of genuine Irish humor, history, facts--not to
mention limericks and leprechauns. * Everyone loves the Irish and the pride they
take in their unique heritage. The365 Things to Love About Being Irish 2013 Dayto-Day Calendaris a perfect gift for anyone with a touch of the poet.
Things I Love About You Love Book is guaranteed to provide you with the
ultimate set of love writing prompts to create the perfect present for your loved
one. Share your memories forever with this wonderful Things I Love about You
book.
Daily Reflections on Love The meaning and magic of love. Love is one of the
most powerful forces we can experience in this world. It touches us in
unexpected and profound ways each day, but it can also confuse and confound
us at times. Bestselling author and beloved emotional healer Daphne Rose
Kingma, dubbed “The Love Doctor,” writes with startling clarity on the subject of
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love and its many facets. She guides readers through the various elements and
expressions of love with each page of this book. Reflect on the love in your life.
There is love to be found in each day of our lives if we know how to look for and
practice it. Kingma provides daily meditations for each day of the year, perfect for
starting or ending our days. By reflecting on the words she shares about love, we
are provided with a guide for living out the journey of life with a heart brimming
with compassion. Find inspiration each day. Each day brings with it a new
opportunity to share in and spread love. With the help of Kingma’s words,
readers are able to see clearly the many-faceted possibilities that love brings.
This little book serves to inspire, affirm, remind, encourage, support, and comfort
each person who picks it up. With her characteristic prose and warmhearted
style, Kingma has crafted a source of love in it of itself to be shared with readers
of all ages. Open up Daphne Rose Kingma’s 365 Days of Love and discover… •
A reflection for every day of the year with a fresh perspective on love • Clarity on
how to see love in its many forms • An inspiring book for couples and individuals
alike offering insight on self-love and outward love If you’ve read other books on
practicing love such as Hold Me Tight, Journey to the Heart, Loving Bravely, and
Eight Dates, you’ll enjoy Daphne Rose Kingma’s reflections on love in 365 Days
of Love.
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Renowned leader John Haggai has instructed many on the enduring
characteristics and principles at the core of successful leadership. Now his
leadership wisdom has been distilled in this collection of 365 pithy sayings sure
to inspire and motivate readers. Here is just a sampling of the memorable daily
reminders for all who seek to become even more effective in their leadership role.
“Attempt something so great for God, it’s doomed to failure unless God is in it.”
“The effective speaker has something worthy to say and says it worthily.”
“Leaders without vision are like guides without a map.” “A large gift is a gift of
any size into which the sacrificial spirit has been introduced.” This little book
offers big inspiration for leaders and aspiring leaders in any vocation.
Do you remember how well you felt on the last trip? For sure you remember The
Newlywed Game, that television show where couples attempted to answer
questions about their spouses for cash prizes... Do you recall smirking at people
who couldn't recall if their husband liked skiing or surfing, and wives who weren't
sure about the color of their husband's eyes? Have you considered how many
things you don't know about the people you care about? Have you wondered why
your partner doesn't ask you questions anymore? Do you ever wonder about
your lover's first kiss or their relationship with their mother? Do you wish your
partner would inquire about your past? Indeed, questions are waiting inside of
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you. Now it's time to ask. Unfortunately, too often, these forums don't take place
in the most critical arenas-between friends, lovers, partners, and people who play
critical roles in each other's lives. The problem is: THE QUESTIONS JUST
AREN'T ASKED! When was the last time you shared a dream, a memory, or a
feeling with your partner? If it has been a while, it's time to get started. Put
merely, 365 Connecting questions for couples will allow you to get closer to your
partner. Find some quiet time and comfortable space and sit with this book. Flip
through and find a question that you've never asked before. This book will be
yours in a way that no one else can ever be... But it is only for people that: Want
to rediscover why they fell in love with each other. Are tired of running all day
long and need to get really together in the evening. Want to relive the past
atmosphere and the same emotions after years. Don't give up and know that a
relationship must be nurtured and supported with love. Look inside themselves to
find themselves. Want to leave their children a testimony of what they have been.
In our busy world, emotional connections are buried under the pressures of daily
life, closing lines of communication within families. THIS BOOK is made for
couples, married and not, but it is truly excellent for anyone who wants to embark
on a journey of self-discovery, indeed the large space to write on makes it a nice
personal diary too. There is really no reason not to try to take home a piece of
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your life today! Just SCROLL UP this page and click to the "BUY NOW" button to
get it!
This 120 white lined pages Notebook/Journal, can be perfect as a gift or personal
use. It is designed to help you capture those adorable memories, AND MORE.
You'll share your stories, dreams, thoughts and feelings about the sweet, funny,
quirky and cute things you've experienced as a couple. The perfect activity for
you on your anniversary!
Book Description This cute book Great journal is fun to write for a partner or
significant. It's a great heartfelt gift for your husband and Helps you reflect on
some of your best memories! This book Will be filled with your thoughts and
words. Gab a copy for a friend and share the journey together. Summarizing, the
book contains: Size: 8.5" x 11", large size Amount of pages: 100 pages Type:
soft cover, matte, perfect binding Design: cute cover design, white paper sheet
The subject of love has occupied the thoughts and creative powers of the world's
poets for centuries. Perhaps the most human and imposing of emotions, love in
all its guises has inspired poems passionate and reflective, lustful and spiritual,
joyous and angry. There are 365 love poems in this volume--one for every day of
the year, and suited to every mood and taste. -- book jacket.
Lifestyle Wellness are two words that, when combined, are powerful and
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compelling, implying a healthy balance of the many aspects of your life. It carries
with it an underlying tone of longevity or foreverness, a journey on a neverending continuum to a healthy lifestyle. Think of it as a journey on a road, where
the road has no specific destination, but it does have a direction. The road may
present roadblocks, potholes and detours. It may have turns and hills and even
rest stops. But, as long as you stay on the road, you're making progress on your
journey. Lifestyle wellness is like that road. This book is intended to be a journey
over the course of approximately twelve weeks. Within each chapter are three
separate sections focusing on and providing physical, nutritional, and emotional
support - the three major components of successful weight loss, a healthy body,
and lifestyle change. Get your complimentary 12-week membership at http:
//www.365fitt.com/individual.
In this 365-day devotional, children will get to know God better day by day. The
devotional specifically targets boys seperately in order to make the content more
gender relevant. Guys will learn that by applying simple instructions from the
Word, like obedience, praying and sharing, God will become more real to them
as they begin to walk in His ways. Each devotion ends with a “ChallengePoint”
that requires an action, as well as something to think about all day long. 365
DAYS TO KNOWING GOD FOR GUYS will encourage guys to live for God and
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to know Him better with each passing day.
365 Things That Make Ya Go Hmmm – Wisdom & Wit by William are thoughts,
expressions, sayings, and humor that William has shared with his celebrity clients
who simply need someone to put a smile on their face. These thoughts often
originate from others, many from the celebrities who have sat in his back seat.
William Murrell is the limo driver to the stars. They love him, they trust him, and
they visit him time and time again to laugh at his wisdom & wit. William has
driven James Brown, The Godfather of Soul, Michael Jackson, Steve Harvey,
Don King, Rev. Al Sharpton, Sharon Stone, Chris Rock as well as golfers Rory
Mcllroy, Sergio Garcia, and Mark O’Meara. These are just the first 10 on his list
of famous clients. Like William, please share these uplifting and humorous
thoughts with others. William tells each story with a twinkle in his eye and a smile
that penetrates your soul. We live in a world that needs more happiness and that
is William’s calling. He is “Happy – O”
What do the Grand Canyon, jazz, soap operas, the Gettysburg Address, and
Monopoly have in common? They are all things to love about America! In times
of boom or bust, our remarkable land has been a beacon of hope illuminating the
world. A tribute to the greatness and uniqueness of the United States, the365
Things to Love about America 2012 Day-to-Day Calendarfeatures 365
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fascinating, informative, and fun facts and trivia about America's people, ideals,
inventions, icons, and much more. * A great gift for any proud American. * Based
on the new hit book1,000 Things to Love About America. * Perfect for history and
trivia buffs.
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